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Criteria template
Students complete the rubric for their product/outcome. They should select the criteria that are appropriate – they are not
expected to include them all. They may also include other criteria that fit their product/outcome.
Your goal:
Your global context:
Aesthetics

Cost

User/Audience

Appearance,
style, colour,
shape,
pattern, form,
texture, finish,
layout

Is there a
maximum
cost? Is this a
material cost /
time cost?

Who it is for?
Consider age,
gender,
socioeconomic
background

Environmental
considerations
How will the
design directly or
indirectly affect
the
environment?

Function

Materials

Size / Content

Impact

What is its
purpose?
What will it
do? How
easily can it be
used /
maintained?

What
materials will
be used?
What
properties do
the materials
need to have?

Are there any
specific sizes that
need to be
considered? Is
there a particular
amount of content
required?

What impact
do I want my
product /
outcome to
have?

1–2
Limited
3–4
Adequate
5–6
Substantial
7–8
Rigorous
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Example of a completed specification rubric for a cookbook
Your goal: To create either a vegetarian or vegan cookbook that provides educational information and easy
to create recipes suitable for all ages.
Your global context: An inquiry into identities and relationships

1–2
Limited
3–4
Adequate

5–6
Substantial

7–8
Rigorous

Aesthetics

Cost

User/Audience

Function

Size / Content

Appearance, style,
colour, shape,
pattern, form,
texture, finish,
layout
Loose pages of
different recipes
A few pictures
A booklet
containing the
recipes
A few colour photos

Is there a
maximum cost? Is
this a material cost
/ time cost?

Who it is for?
Consider age, gender,
socioeconomic
background

What is its purpose? What
will it do? How easily can it
be used / maintained?

Are there any specific sizes
that need to be considered? Is
there a particular amount of
content required?

Not sure if each
book would cost
anything
Each book to cost
between $5 - $25

Anybody

Create a cookbook of a
couple of snacks

Less than five recipes
No particular size

People who already
know how to cook

At least five recipes
The size of a regular cookbook

A booklet with gloss
pages
Colour photos to
accompany most of
the recipes

Each book to cost
between $5 - $15

Teenagers and up

A hardback book
with gloss pages
Colour photos to
accompany each
recipe

Each book to cost
no more than $10

Teenagers and up
They need to have
some experience of
cooking

Create a vegetarian / vegan
cookbook of different snacks
and treats
The recipes have different
levels
Create a vegetarian / vegan
cookbook of numerous
amounts
of snacks and treats
The recipes have levels of
easy to medium
Create a vegetarian / vegan
cookbook with a wide
variety of healthy snacks and
treats
The recipes have levels of
easy, medium and hard
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At least ten recipes
The size of a medium-sized
cookbook

At least fifteen recipes
30cm by 20cm in size
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